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2016

Title: Defense of the West : NATO, the European Union and the Transatlantic Bargain  
Author: Sloan, Stanley R.  
Published: Manchester : Manchester University Press, 2016  
Physical Description: xvi, 382 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm.  
Notes: Bibliography: p. 361-368. Includes index.  
Notes: This book is an interpretive history of transatlantic security relations from the late 1940s until 2016. Clear, direct and highly readable, it examines the defense and foreign policy factors affecting development of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the European Union (EU).  
Subject: NATO--HISTORY  
Subject: NATO--EU  
Subject: EU--NATO  
Subject: NATO--USA  
Subject: NATO--EUROPE  
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE  
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA  
ISBN: 9781526105752  
Call Number: 496.1 /00051  
Item ID: 80026375  
Media: Book  
Collection Type: General Collection

2015

Title: The US NATO Debate : From Libya to Ukraine  
Author: Petersson, Magnus, 1972-  
Published: New York : Bloomsbury Academic, 2015  
Physical Description: x, 209 pages ; 24 cm.  
Notes: Bibliography: p. 178-200. Includes index.  
Notes: Investigating both political and policy debates within the US government, think tanks, and the elite media, this book provides a comprehensive analysis of the current views surrounding NATO in the United States - and the consequences it may have for European and international security.  
Subject: NATO--USA  
ISBN: 9781628924527  
Call Number: 495.2 /00182  
Item ID: 80025922  
Media: Book  
Collection Type: General Collection

* This list contains material received as of January 19th, 2017.— Cette liste est arrêtée au 19 janvier 2017.
2014

Title: Die Haltung der USA zur NATO-Erweiterung : Strategie, Pragmatik und Weltdordnung in den Jahren nach dem Ost-West-Konflikt
Author: Hecht, Tobias
Published: Halle an der Saale : Universitätsverlag Halle-Wittenberg, 2014
Physical Description: 332 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm.
Series: Schriften des Zentrums für Interdisziplinare Regionalstudien ; 5
Notes: Bibliography: p. 303-328.
Subject: NATO—ENLARGEMENT
Subject: NATO—USA
ISBN: 9783869771069
Call Number: 495.3 /00162
Item ID: 80025782
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection

2013

Title: Understanding Transatlantic Relations : Whither the West ?
Author: Simoni, Serena
Published: Abingdon, UK : Routledge, 2013
Physical Description: x, 206 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm.
In: Routledge Advances in International Relations and Global Politics ; 107
Notes: Bibliography: p. 179-198. Includes index. 'In light of the Arab Spring and after days of public quarreling that highlighted the divisions among NATO's members on an agreement to give command of the 'no-fly- zone in Libya to the alliance, it is evident that the United States is having problems engaging with its European allies and partners. Why is this happening ? Breaking away from the conventional way to study transatlantic relations, the author uses a constructivist theoretical lens to argue that the transatlantic partners' changing identities since the early 1990s have influenced their political interests and, as a consequence, their national security policies. Contemporary divergences are a notable by-product, of these transformations. By focusing on cases of disagreement (i.e., NATO's enlargement, the International Criminal Court, and Debt Relief for Africa), this book shows how since the 1990s, the United States has started to see itself as the actor carrying the international defense burden, while the European Union has developed an image of itself as the actor in charge of humanitarian efforts, which generally entails diplomacy rather than military efforts. Contemporary cases of disagreement as the Arab Spring, Libya, and Foreign Assistance in Africa illustrate how redefined national identities continue to alter the course of transatlantic relations.'
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE
Subject: NATO--USA
ISBN: 9780415501590
Call Number: 327 /01655
Item ID: 80024998
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection
Title: The New Geopolitics of Transatlantic Relations: Coordinated Responses to Common Dangers
Author: Frohlich, Stefan, 1958-
Physical Description: xvi, 324 p.; 24 cm.
Notes: Includes index. ‘The United States and Europe encounter many of the same foreign policy challenges, challenges that diversely impact the two regions and produce different - but often complementary - responses. In regard to Russia’s renewed assertiveness, for example, the issue for the United States is one of global competition whereas Europe’s concern is local because Russia’s is a major supplier of oil and gas. Where the United States may pursue confrontation, Europe is more likely to operate with conciliation. This book develops a framework for future US-Europe relations as the two world powers work toward meaningful and logical solutions to their shared foreign policy problems. The author identifies commonalities and differences to the two regions’ economic aims, political habits, and cultural history. What Europe and the United States share means that their future relations should and will be more than occasional collaborations, even if they no longer pursue a common mission. Ultimately, the book sets forth a new transatlantic agenda by discussing principal areas of concern.’
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
Subject: EU--USA
ISBN: 9781421403816
Call Number: 327 /01609
Item ID: 80024475
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection

Title: The Transatlantic Bargain
Additional Author: Ducasse, Mark D., ed.
Institution: NATO Defence College (IT)
Published: Rome: NATO Defense College, 2012
Physical Description: 163 p.; 21 cm.
Notes: ‘This volume provides an in-depth investigation of the past, present, and future face of politico-military relations between the United States and its transatlantic allies.’
Subject: NATO--USA
Subject: NATO--EUROPE
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
ISBN: 9788896898062
Call Number: 495.2 /00180
Item ID: 80024310
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection
Title: Transatlantic Relations in the 21st Century: Europe, America and the Rise of the Rest
Author: Lagadec, Erwan, 1977-
Published: Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2012
Physical Description: xii, 318 p.; 24 cm.
In: Contemporary Security Studies
Notes: Bibliography: p. 245-297. Includes index. 'This book offers an overview of the interface between European integration, transatlantic relations, and the 'rise of the rest' in the early twenty-first century. The collapse of the Soviet bloc opened up an era in which the drivers and perceived benefits of the US alliance among European countries have become more variegated and shifting. The proposition that the US remains at once an 'indispensable' and 'intolerable' nation in Europe is a key concept in the alliance, as the US remains inextricably tied to the continent through economic, military and cultural links. This work examines this complex subject area from many angles, including an analysis of the historical and cultural contexts of America's relations with Europe, as well as a discussion of the politics of transatlantic affairs, which utilizes evidence gleaned from a series of case studies. In the concluding chapters, the author assesses the likelihood that the West can entrench its global dominance in the realms of 'soft' and 'hard' power, and by effecting a 'controlled reform' that will see multilateral structures open up to emerging powers.'
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE
Subject: EU--USA
Subject: NATO--USA
Subject: NATO--EU
ISBN: 9780415683210
Call Number: 327 /01605
Item ID: 80024459
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection

2010

Title: The United States and NATO since 9/11: The Transatlantic Alliance Renewed
Author: Hallams, Ellen
Published: Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2010
Physical Description: x, 166 p.; 24 cm.
In: Routledge Studies in US Foreign Policy
Notes: Bibliography: p. 144-160. Includes index. 'The US decision not to work through NATO after 9/11 left many European members of the alliance feeling deflated. This decision reflected not only the unilateralism of the Bush Administration, but also the belief that US operational freedom and flexibility had been hampered during NATO's two Balkans interventions. This book examines US attitudes to, and perspectives on, the transatlantic alliance, with a particular focus on US-NATO relations since 9/11. It demonstrates that, following the decision to bypass NATO after 9/11, the Bush Administration's perceptions of the alliance shifted due to a belated recognition that NATO did indeed have much to offer the US. The author explores NATO's contributions to post-combat reconstruction and stabilisation operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, and argues that the events of 9/11 galvanised NATO into undertaking an accelerated program of transformation that has done much to reinvigorate the alliance. The book offers an optimistic assessment of the transatlantic alliance, counter-balanced by realistic reflections on the problems it faces. Drawing on interviews with US and NATO officials, it argues that NATO is far from irrelevant and that prospects for the alliance remain fundamentally positive.'
Subject: NATO--USA
ISBN: 9780415553681
Call Number: 495.2 /00176
Item ID: 80022993
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection
Title: Rebooting the West : The US, Europe and the Future of the Western Alliance  
Author: Coker, Christopher  
Institution: Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies (GB)  
Published: Abingdon, UK : Routledge, 2009  
Physical Description: vi, 107 p.; 24 cm.  
In: Whitehall Paper Series ; 72  
Notes: 'The West is in bad shape. In Afghanistan, it is committed to fighting a war that it probably cannot win. It confronts a resurgent Russia and an ever-rising China - the latter deemed by many to herald the beginning of a post-American world. It now needs to accommodate itself to the new rising powers on the block, few of whom share its vision of the future. One senses that the West is entering its twilight years. Its best days lie behind it. The author argues that the West needs to be 're-booted'. It needs new ideas, as well as a new idea of itself. In the face of inevitable wear and tear, no institution can persist for long without renewal and renovation. Unless it regrounds itself, it may lose purchase on the imagination not only of the rest of the world but its own citizens at home. This is far more challenging for Europe than for the United States. America can probably live without the West; Europe probably cannot. This paper sets out to reassure the reader that the world will be a better place if the Western powers can reaffirm the principles that brought them together in the dark days of 1941.'  
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA  
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE  
Subject: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS  
Subject: NATO--USA  
Call Number: 327 /01495  
Item ID: 80022968  
Media: Book  
Collection Type: General Collection

Author: Serfaty, Simon  
Additional Author: Biscop, Sven  
Institution: Center for Strategic and International Studies (US)  
Published: Washington : Center for Strategic & International Studies, 2009  
Physical Description: vi, 18 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: 'A de facto evolution toward a 'two-pillar' NATO is taking place, but for the model to work effectively and a credible partnership of equals to emerge, Europe must speak, and act, as one. Yet, it should also be obvious that in an emerging multipolar environment that is making ample room for numerous poles of global power, regional influence, and local nuisance, even a stronger and ever-closer Euro-Atlantic community will not suffice to meet the new requirements of world order: the West is not about to be overcome by the rest, but the rest can no longer be ignored by the West either. That is not the least strategic challenge of the future, as America and Europe identify and cultivate new partners that complete their limited capabilities and legitimacy without eroding their shared interests and values.'  
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE  
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA  
Subject: NATO--EU  
Subject: EU--NATO  
Subject: NATO--USA  
Subject: EU--USA  
ISBN: 9780892065851  
Call Number: 327 /01494  
Item ID: 80022964  
Media: Book  
Collection Type: General Collection
Title: The United States, NATO, and a New Multilateral Relationship  
Author: Douglas, Frank R.  
Physical Description: x, 237 p. : ill.; 24 cm.  
In: PSI Reports  
Notes: Bibliography: p. 209-228. Includes index. 'Formed in the aftermath of WWII and in the face of the emerging threat posed by the Soviet Union, the transformation that has taken place in recent years within NATO has been neither natural nor easy for the multinational organization or the United States. When the Soviet Union ceased to exist, it seemed NATO would disappear too. The rationale for a large American military deployment in Europe, described by President Eisenhower as a temporary move, no longer could be supported. This work documents the transition of the United States' relationship with NATO from a focus on the defense of Western Europe to an inclusive military and political organization concerned with the security of all of Europe with the real potential for employment of its military power beyond the European continent. Despite budgeting and economic concerns raised by key members of the US Congress, President George H.W. Bush supported the status quo and was caught completely off guard when the Berlin Wall fell. He and Defense Secretary Dick Cheney had not fully understood the changed strategic environment in Europe, but the US Congress did and offered many suggestions. NATO was saved. President Bill Clinton continued to promote the validity of NATO, expanded NATO eastwards, reduced the US troop level in Europe to 100,000, and gave NATO a mission beyond warfare with the peacekeeping task in Bosnia. A new Atlantic relationship had been forged for the post-Cold War period.'  
Subject: NATO--USA  
ISBN: 9780313344763  
Call Number: 495.2 /00169  
Item ID: 80021707  
Media: Book  
Collection Type: General Collection

---

Title: Is There Still a West ? : The Future of the Atlantic Alliance  
Additional Author: Sicherman, Harvey, ed.  
Published: Columbia, MI : University of Missouri Press, 2007  
Physical Description: x, 251 p. : ill.; 23 cm.  
Notes: Bibliography: p. 207-226. Includes index. 'The international response to the attacks of 9/11 promised a new sense of unity between the United States and its European allies, but subsequent disagreements over Iraq have made the Western alliance seem tentative at best. This book looks beyond recent events to put disagreement within NATO into historical perspective, exploring how cultural, demographic, economic, ad military factors since the 1940s have affected future prospects for security cooperation. The essays consider a range of relevant topics, from the impact of globalization to emerging differences in the political cultures of North Americans and Europeans to an analysis of headscarf issues among Muslim immigrants. They particularly address the consequences of demographic shifts as Western countries try to deal with growing Muslim communities that present a security and cultural challenge. In proposing possible counterterrorism strategies to define a shared Western security policy, this book considers whether a distinctive Western way of war in fact exists and what it might mean for the alliance. These insightful essays look beyond transatlantic complaints to probe underlying difficulties, explore sources of conflict, assess prospects for economic divergence, and advocate a workable security policy. Together, they ask readers to consider whether 'the West' is still a major force in international affairs or whether we face a new world of competing states and shifting alliances.'  
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE  
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA  
Subject: NATO--USA  
ISBN: 9780826216984  
Call Number: 327 /01419  
Item ID: 80021770  
Media: Book  
Collection Type: General Collection
Title: The End of Alliances
Author: Menon, Rajan, 1953-
Published: Oxford, UK : Oxford University Press, 2007
Physical Description: xvii, 258 p.; 25 cm.
Notes: Includes index. 'Why should the United States cling to military alliances established during the cold war when the circumstances are now fundamentally different ? The author makes here the bold claim that our alliances in Europe and Asia have become irrelevant to the challenges the United States faces today and are slowly dissolving as a result. The dissolution of our alliances will not, the author emphasizes, culminate in isolationism. The United States will, and must, be actively involved beyond its borders by relying on contingent alignments and on coalitions whose membership will vary depending on the issue at hand. America, he reminds us, engaged the world in a variety of ways for more than 150 years before entering into formal military alliances after World War II. While a strategy that ceases to rely on alliances will mark a dramatic shift in American foreign policy, states routinely reassess and reorient their strategies. The United States, which studiously avoided alliances for much of its history only to embrace them during the cold war, is no exception. This book predicts that the coming change in American strategy will force our traditional allies to rethink their choices and create new patterns in world politics.'
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS
Subject: ALLIANCES
Subject: NATO--USA
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--JAPAN
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--KOREA (SOUTH)
Subject: JAPAN--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
Subject: KOREA (SOUTH)--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
ISBN: 9780195189278
Call Number: 327 /01414
Item ID: 80021724
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection

2006

Title: The Transatlantic Divide : Foreign and Security Policies in the Atlantic alliance from Kosovo to Iraq
Additional Author: Croci, Osvaldo, ed.
Additional Author: Verdun, Amy, ed.
Published: Manchester, UK : Manchester University Press, 2006
Physical Description: xiv, 231 p.; 25 cm.
In: Europe in Change
Notes: Bibliography: p. 211-227. Includes index. 'The period between the military intervention in Serbia and that in Iraq has been a particularly turbulent one for transatlantic security relations. Is the malaise currently affecting the transatlantic Alliance more serious than ever in the past, and if so why ? Will differences in the assessment of how to provide order and stability in the international system as well as in the evaluation of threats and how to respond to them mark the end of the transatlantic Alliance ? Or will the US, NATO, the EU and EU member states work together to pacify, stabilise and rebuild troublesome areas ? For the transatlantic Alliance to endure, the US has to make sure that its 'assertive leadership' does not degenerate into 'arrogant unilateralism', while Europeans must accept that the further the problems are form their immediate neighbourhood the less significant their political voice and ability to influence outcomes will be.'
Subject: NATO--USA
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE
ISBN: 0719065062
Call Number: 495.2 /00166
Item ID: 80020828
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection
Kennedy, Johnson and NATO: Britain, America and the Dynamics of Alliance, 1962-68

Author: Priest, Andrew
Published: Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2006
Physical Description: xiv, 222 p.; 24 cm.
In: Contemporary Security Studies

Notes: Bibliography: p. 205-215. Includes index. 'This is an incisive reassessment of Anglo-American defence relations, which form a crucial part of international security. The author closely examines this key relationship by focusing on the so-called Nassau agreement of December 1962. He clearly places Nassau in its context and shows how multi-level collaboration continued between the US and UK in NATO despite growing tensions over American involvement in Southeast Asia and Britain's global role. First, he shows how agreements made between Presidents and Prime Ministers shape alliances by encouraging interaction between politicians, government officials and military personnel at various levels of formality. Second, by focusing on the NATO area, he assesses US-UK attitudes to European and North Atlantic defence. This study demonstrates the 'dynamics of alliance' through a nuanced approach at high-political, official and working levels, across different administrations in the US and UK.'

Subject: GREAT BRITAIN--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--GREAT BRITAIN
Subject: NATO--GREAT BRITAIN
Subject: NATO--USA
Subject: GREAT BRITAIN--MILITARY RELATIONS--USA
Subject: USA--MILITARY RELATIONS--GREAT BRITAIN
ISBN: 0415385342
Call Number: 327 /01327
Item ID: 80020900
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection

2005

The Atlantic Alliance Under Stress: US-European Relations after Iraq

Additional Author: Andrews, David M., ed.
Published: Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2005
Physical Description: x, 293 p.; 23 cm.
Notes: Based on a series of seminars held 2002-2004 at the European University Institute and organized by the Transatlantic Programme of the Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies. Bibliography: p. 267-281. Includes index. 'Can the political institutions of the transatlantic alliance endure the demise of the Soviet enemy? Did the Iraq crisis of 2002-3 signal the end of the Atlantic partnership? If so, what are the likely consequences? In this book, a distinguished group of political scientists and historians from Europe and the United States tackles these questions. The book examines the causes and consequences of the crisis in Atlantic relations that accompanied the invasion of Iraq in March 2003. The authors' collective focus is not on the war itself, or how it was conducted, or even the situation in Iraq before or after the conflict. Instead, the crisis over Iraq is the starting point for an examination of transatlantic relations and specifically the Atlantic alliance, an examination that is crossnational in scope and multidisciplinary in approach.'

Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
Subject: IRAQ WAR, 2003-2011
Subject: NATO--USA
ISBN: 9780521614085
Call Number: 327 /01380
Item ID: 80021384
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection
Title: Early Warning and Policy Perspectives in the Trans-Atlantic Security Agenda: Central and East European Point of View

Additional Author: Bugajski, Janusz, ed.
Additional Author: Tashev, Blagovest, ed.
Additional Author: Atlantic Club of Bulgaria (BG)
Additional Author: German Marshall Fund of the United States (DE)
Published: Sofia : Atlantic Club of Bulgaria, 2005

Physical Description: 172 p.; 24 cm.

Notes: 'This project brought together experts from Bulgaria, Poland, Estonia and the United States. Its main objectives are to present East European perspectives on issues of importance to Euro-Atlantic relations, including: (1) identifying the roots and associated strategic motives and perspectives of the growing divergence between the US and certain European allies over important security issues and especially over the central role of NATO as the primary trans-Atlantic political, security and military institution; (2) the impact of the disagreements and diversification of the Euro-Atlantic community on the Central and East European partners in NATO and the EU; (3) and the potential Central and East European contribution for overcoming the strategic security differences within the Euro-Atlantic community, including (a) defining areas of needed priority areas of cooperation, and (b) preserving trans-Atlantic solidarity and effectiveness.'

Subject: USA--MILITARY RELATIONS--EUROPE
Subject: EUROPE--MILITARY RELATIONS--USA
Subject: EU--USA
Subject: NATO--USA
ISBN: 9549043770
Call Number: 355.4 /01526
Item ID: 80021304
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection

Title: The United States, the European Union, and NATO: After the Cold War and Beyond Iraq

Institution: Center for Strategic and International Studies (US)
Published: Washington : Center for Strategic and International Studies, 2005

Physical Description: vii, 21 p.; 28 cm.


Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
Subject: NATO--USA
Subject: NATO--EU
Subject: EU--USA
Subject: EU--NATO
Call Number: 327 /01316
Item ID: 80020769
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection
2004

Title: NATO and the European Union : New World, New Europe, New Threats
Additional Author: Gardner, Hall, ed.
Published: Aldershot, UK : Ashgate, 2004
Physical Description: xvii, 324 p.; 25 cm.
Notes: Includes index. 'The perspectives of academics and practitioners are brought together in this insightful work, which examines the war on terrorism, the Iraq war and the roles of NATO and the EU. The book analyzes the new threats posed by terrorist strikes and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction despite the total failure of Cold War conceptions of deterrence. It also delineates the key issues and problems that have arisen from the NATO and EU double enlargement and from the new NATO-Russian relationship. Casting light on the global and regional ramifications of the crisis, as well as the tensions in the transatlantic relationship caused by the war with Iraq, this book addresses the key policy questions that concern the maintenance of global peace and security.'
Subject: WAR ON TERRORISM, 2001-2009
Subject: TERRORISM--GOVERNMENT POLICY--NATO
Subject: NATO--USA
Subject: TERRORISM--GOVERNMENT POLICY--EU COUNTRIES
Subject: EU--USA
ISBN: 0754638014
Call Number: 323 /00835
Item ID: 80019334
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection

Title: NATO Divided, NATO United : The Evolution of an Alliance
Author: Kaplan, Lawrence S., 1924-
Published: Westport, CT : Praeger, 2004
Physical Description: xii, 165 p.; 24 cm.
Notes: Bibliography: p. 151-155. Includes index. 'This history of NATO concentrates on the differences within the alliance, particularly between the US and its European partners. NATO's war against terrorism began on September 11, 2001. Invoking Article 5 was a fitting response to the assault on the United States, but the spirit did not last long. Within a few weeks, old fissures within the alliance re-emerged, threatening once again to dissolve an entity that had survived over half a century. In the first two generations of NATO's existence, the Cold War with the Soviet Union had been the major purpose of its existence. But since the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and of the Russian Empire itself, NATO has struggled to seek new raisons d'etre, and has succeeded to some degree in finding them in crisis management in Europe and in areas beyond the boundaries of the alliance. The absence of a traditional enemy to serve as a centripetal force, along with the recognition of the US as the lone superpower, has placed a focus on internal troubles of the alliance that had been obscured in the past by the presence of a common enemy. Too little attention has been paid to such West-West conflicts which arguably have been more frequent and more bitter, if not more dangerous, than the struggle with the Soviet Union. Differences among the allies began with the formation of the alliance itself. Some were resolved, others persisted. Many of them related to 'out of area' issues in which the Soviet Union was not involved or only peripherally concerned. How the alliance managed the unequal relationship in the past may offer insights into the common ground the alliance partners can identify in the 21st century.'
Subject: NATO--HISTORY
Subject: NATO--USA
Subject: NATO--EUROPE
ISBN: 0275980065
Call Number: 496.1 /00043
Item ID: 80022850
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection
Relations between the United States and Europe have declined in recent years, and today they are worse than at any time since the 1950s. In this book, a veteran reporter known for her shrewd observations of political behavior in Europe examines the widening gulf and worsening acrimony between the United States and its traditional allies on the European continent. The author examines a number of disputes that led to the near death of the transatlantic alliance in the last year - chronic trade quarrels, the International Criminal Court, the Kyoto Protocol, Israeli-Palestinian violence, the proper role of the United Nations and international law - and identifies the ways in which they reinforce and exacerbate one another. In addition, the author examines the German-American-French strains over the impending Iraq war as well as its aftermath. European governments have accepted a rhetorical responsibility for global (and not just European) security, but the dearth of defense funding in Europe, disagreements over tactics, and the bad American temper toward the Europeans have added to the estrangement.1

Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE
Subject: NATO--USA
ISBN: 0815771533
Call Number: 327 /01205
Item ID: 80019466
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection
Les Etats-Unis ont-ils besoin d'allies ? Les Etats-Unis et leurs allies europeens, de la guerre froide a l'Irak

Haine, Jean-Yves

Paris : Payot, 2004

379 p.; 23 cm.

Une superpuissance a-t-elle besoin de nouer des alliances ? Pourquoi les Etats-Unis se sont-ils engagés, en 1949, a assurer la securite de l'Europe en signant un traite d'alliance, alors que jamais, dans leur histoire, ils n'avaient consenti a s'allier avec quiconque en temps de paix ? Quelle signification revetit cet engagement europeen quand la confrontation avec l'Union sovietique devint directe et potentiellement nucleaire lors de la crise des missiles de Cuba ? Pourquoi l'administration Bush pere insista-t-elle pour preserver l'OTAN lors de la reunification allemande, au risque de compromettre celle-ci ? Que cherchait l'administration Clinton en elargissant l'Alliance a trois pays d'Europe centrale ? Pourquoi l'actuelle administration Bush a-t-elle ignore l'instrument atlantique dans sa lutte contre le terrorisme international ? Sceller, honorer ou dissoudre une alliance est une affaire de choix - un choix dont les decisieurs, qui le font dans le doute, l'incertitude et l'urgence, assument la responsabilite. En replacant la decision au coeur de la politque etrangere, l'auteur eclaire d'un jour nouveau, profondement humain, la dynamique de l'Alliance atlantique et les conflits majeurs qui, de la guerre froide a l'Irak, ont secoue le monde.'

Subject: NATO--USA
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE
ISBN: 2228898090
Call Number: 495.2 /00157
Item ID: 80019849
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection

2003

Shift or Rift : Assessing US-EU Relations after Iraq

Lindstrom, Gustav, ed.
European Union Institute for Security Studies (FR)


255 p.; 30 cm.

The idea behind this transatlantic book predates the intense transatlantic exchanges that took place prior to the war in Iraq in early 2003. The run-up to the passage of UN Resolution 1441 in November 2002 provided clear indications that Euro-American relations were about to enter previously unchartered territory. Given these developments, the Institute decided to produce an extensive study analysing the state of transatlantic relations. For each topic, two authors - one American and one European - were commissioned to provide their thoughts and insights. The result is twelve distinct chapters covering six diverse topics. The book provides both a general overview of US-European relations and investigates specific issue areas through case studies. The diversity on the American side is particularly great, with five different institutions represented among the authors. On the European side, contributions come from the multinational research team at the EU Institute for Security Studies.'

Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
Subject: NATO--USA
Subject: EU--USA
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE
Call Number: 327 /01169
Item ID: 80022786
Media: Book
Collection Type: General Collection
Title: Transatlantic Relations at a Crossroads
Additional Author: Netherlands Atlantic Association (NL)
Institution: University of Amsterdam. Germany Institute (NL)
Published: The Hague : Netherlands Atlantic Association, 2003
Physical Description: 104 p.; 24 cm.
Subject: EUROPE--FOREIGN RELATIONS--USA
Subject: USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE
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Title: What Future for NATO?
Author: Sloan, Stanley R.
Additional Author: Ham, Peter van, 1963-
Institution: Centre for European Reform (GB)
Published: London : Centre for European Reform, 2002
Physical Description: 53 p.; 21 cm.
Notes: 'Stanley Sloan argues that NATO is not finished by that it is in need of serious reform. He identifies the key steps that both Europe and America need to implement, such as curbing US unilateral tendencies, beefing up Europe's 'hard power' capabilities and giving NATO a role in dealing with new security threats. NATO's command structure, he argues, should shift from a geographic to a functional focus. And he makes the case that in addition to pursuing NATO reform, Europe and America also need to deepen their cooperation through a new Atlantic Community initiative. Using a broader canvass, Peter van Ham analyses the reasons for the growing discord across the Atlantic on many international security issues. He argues that this divergence in 'strategic perspectives' is of a structural rather than a transitory nature - and that consequently NATO’s role as an effective security partnership between the US and Europe will suffer. His conclusion is that Europe and America should accept this unfortunate reality - but work to manage their differences adroitly. For the Europeans this means they must learn to stand on their own political feet, for example by developing an EU strategic concept. Strengthening the EU's foreign and security policy would be more fruitful than complaining about America, or pretending that institutional tinkering will somehow revitalise the Atlantic alliance of old.'
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Some observers worry that the United States and Europe are drifting apart. After a brief burst of cooperation in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on the United States, there is a rising chorus of both old and new complaints. Many Europeans criticize the United States for doing too much on its own, becoming overly focused on the Global War Against Terrorism, and ignoring legitimate European concerns. Americans respond that the Europeans are spending too little on defense, failing to implement the 'Revolution in Military Affairs', and pursuing narrowly European defense initiatives that may undermine NATO capabilities. This paper seeks to clarify such issues by presenting two rather different views. Peter van Ham, writing from the European perspective, contends that the transatlantic relationship suffers from the fact that it is asymmetrical. Richard L. Kugler provides an incisive American view. He applauds the European dream of unifying an entire continent under the mantle of democracy, economic integration, and multilateral cooperation, but he warns that Europe must not wall itself off from the rest of the world.'
The United States and the Alliance

The end of the Cold War and the events that marked the previous decade up to the allied intervention in Kosovo pointed towards the likelihood of a progressive US withdrawal from alliances in general and NATO in particular. The emergence of European Defense together with structural evolutions in US society and the political classes would appear to emphasize this phenomenon. Against the trend, this paper intends to show that the continuation of a US presence in Europe and NATO's survival may be explained through the essential functions that the Organization fulfils. These, politically as much as militarily, are vital for the world leadership of the United States. For this reason, the different reforms undertaken in the Alliance arose, on the US side, within the context of a well-thought plan with twin objectives: the preservation of the traditional advantages of the Atlantic Alliance; and the adaptation of the Organization to an internal and external context that has profoundly changed over a ten year period. In the longer term, however, the future of NATO will be assured by mutual efforts between the Americans and the Europeans, in terms of increased political flexibility and enhanced military interoperability.


In this report, the Department of Defense outlines US strategy to prepare the Americans and their Allies to meet 21st century challenges within the transatlantic community and to strengthen this community's contribution to global security.
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Title: The United States and the Alliance

Author: Durant, Etienne de
Institution: Institut Francais des Relations Internationales (FR)
Published: Paris : IFRI, 2001
Physical Description: 54 p.; 21 cm.
In: Notes de l'IFRI ; 23 bis
Notes: 'The end of the Cold War and the events that marked the previous decade up to the allied intervention in Kosovo pointed towards the likelihood of a progressive US withdrawal from alliances in general and NATO in particular. The emergence of European Defense together with structural evolutions in US society and the political classes would appear to emphasize this phenomenon. Against the trend, this paper intends to show that the continuation of a US presence in Europe and NATO's survival may be explained through the essential functions that the Organization fulfils. These, politically as much as militarily, are vital for the world leadership of the United States. For this reason, the different reforms undertaken in the Alliance arose, on the US side, within the context of a well-thought plan with twin objectives: the preservation of the traditional advantages of the Atlantic Alliance; and the adaptation of the Organization to an internal and external context that has profoundly changed over a ten year period. In the longer term, however, the future of NATO will be assured by mutual efforts between the Americans and the Europeans, in terms of increased political flexibility and enhanced military interoperability.'
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Additional Author: Department of Defense (US)
Published: Washington : US Department of Defense, 2000
Physical Description: 63 p.; 20 cm.
Notes: 'In this report, the Department of Defense outlines US strategy to prepare the Americans and their Allies to meet 21st century challenges within the transatlantic community and to strengthen this community's contribution to global security.'
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Title: Europe and the Atlantic Relationship: Issues of Identity, Security and Power
Author: Eden, Douglas, ed.
Published: Houndmills, UK: MacMillan, 2000
Physical Description: xvi, 156 p.; 23 cm.
Notes: Includes index. 'The Kosovo war has concentrated new attention on the transatlantic relationship and its principal institution, NATO. NATO has admitted new members and adopted a new strategy, giving it a broader and more interventionist role than Europeans have been used to. Meanwhile, proposals to formulate a distinctive European Union foreign policy and defence identity could irritate the security relationship with North America that has lasted for fifty years. A struggle among Europeans for control of Europe's future is bound up with management of the euro and arguments over integration and enlargement of the EU. The threat of a transatlantic trade war suggests the struggle is threatening to disrupt the Atlantic relationship. Will the Atlantic Community strengthen or weaken under these strains? In this book, distinguished experts consider the arguments over enlargement of NATO and the European Union, and the course of European integration and transatlantic trade, in order to assess the state of this vital relationship and its future.'
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Title: The Long Entanglement: NATO's First Fifty Years
Author: Kaplan, Lawrence S., 1924-
Published: Westport, CT: Praeger, 1999
Physical Description: xii, 262 p.: ill.; 24 cm.
Notes: Bibliography: p. 243-245. Includes index. 'This is one of the few NATO studies to concentrate on the history of the alliance between the USA and NATO, particularly the relationship between its senior partner and its European allies, and it examines critical issues in depth to uncover the ability of the allies to surmount their internal divisions and to confront their Soviet adversary. While NATO archives are still not fully open, the use of declassified documents from the National Archives and the presidential libraries are of invaluable assistance in considering the historical role of America in the alliance and the continuing relevance of the organisation in US foreign policy.'
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Title: Shared Values or Power Politics? : Transatlantic Security Relations 1981-94
Author: Winnerstig, Michael
Institution: Swedish Institute of International Affairs (SE)
Published: Stockholm : Swedish Institute of International Affairs, 1996
Physical Description: vi, 209 p. : ill.; 25 cm.
In: Research Report ; 26
Notes: Bibliography: p. 203-209. 'The focus of this report is the transatlantic security relationship, specifically the politico-military relations between the United States and its West European NATO allies. The main conclusion of this study is that the European NATO allies initially seem to oppose or balance the US but then gradually adjust their own policies to the US course. The most adequate conceptual cause for this development is thus considered to be a bandwagoning behaviour on the part of the European NATO members. The implications of this are that the US, as the leading NATO state, continues to have a great influence on European security and that the European allies rather inexpensively can enjoy the benefits of US military capabilities, though without being able to take much military action independently of the US.'
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Title: Transatlantic Relations : Sharing Ideals and Costs
Author: Heuser, Beatrice, 1961-
Additional Author: Royal Institute of International Affairs (GB)
Published: London : Royal Institute of International Affairs, 1996
Physical Description: viii, 136 p.; 23 cm.
In: Chatham House Papers
Notes: Bibliography: p. 135-136. 'Both sides of the Atlantic were united during the Cold War by antagonism to the Warsaw Pact and by common values. Now it seems that only common values remain : are these strong enough to create the basis for future cooperation, not only in defence, but also in politics, culture and economics ? The author considers the proposals from Europe and Canada for a new Transatlantic Charter and discusses the future for transatlantic developments against the background of EU, American and Pacific politics and trade.'
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Title: Rethinking the Transatlantic Partnership: Security and Economics in a New Era
Additional Author: Geipel, Gary L., ed.
Additional Author: Manning, Robert A., ed.
Additional Author: Hudson Institute (US)
Additional Author: Progressive Policy Institute (US)
Published: Indianapolis: Hudson Institute, 1996
Physical Description: viii, 87 p.; 23 cm.
Notes: "This book presents the proceedings of a high-level conference held in Washington in March 1996 to find agreement on a set of fundamental beliefs regarding the future of the transatlantic alliance. The evolution and role of NATO is the central theme of this volume, but the book also devotes significant attention to transatlantic trade relations and the impact of US domestic politics on policy toward Europe. Rather than describe a single prescription for the future of NATO or the transatlantic relationship, the book considers a variety of leading approaches. After an introduction by the cosponsors, the first section considers the pros and cons of NATO enlargement. The book then considers the politics and economics of transatlantic relations, with chapters on US domestic attitudes and a call for serious consideration of a transatlantic free-trade area. The volume concludes with a range of key congressional perspectives on NATO and the US-European relationship."
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Additional Author: Cambone, Stephen A., ed.
Additional Author: NATO Office of Information and Press
Institution: Center for Strategic and International Studies (US)
Published: Washington: Center for Strategic & International Studies, 1995
Physical Description: iv, 70 p.; 28 cm.
In: CSIS Report
Notes: "The conference reaffirmed the centrality of US power and position in the future of the alliance. NATO remains essential for stability and peace in Europe, but it was argued that Europe should take on more responsibility for its own security, and many supported the twin-pillar concept for NATO, which would give the WEU a stronger role in European defense and security. This enlargement of Europe's responsibilities would contribute to the process of burden sharing, without which a strong US commitment will be hard to sustain domestically."
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Title: NATO's Role in a New European Security Order
Author: Rodman, Peter W.
Additional Author: Old Dominion University (US)
Published: Norfolk, VA : Old Dominion University, 1995
Physical Description: 23 p.; 28 cm.
In: GIPIS Working Paper ; 95.2
Notes: Paper prepared for a series of roundtable discussions, entitled 'The Future of NATO' held at Old Dominion University during the 1995-96 academic year.
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Title: Franco-American Security Cooperation : From Principle to Practice
Author: Alongi, Maria R.
Additional Author: Center for Research and Education on Strategy and Technology (US)
Additional Author: Grant, Robert P.
Published: Arlington, VA : U.S.-CREST, 1995
Physical Description: vii, 60 p.; 23 cm.
Notes: 'NATO's January 1994 summit meeting in Brussels was a defining event in the evolution of France's post-Cold War relationship with the Alliance. French officials agreed strongly with the U.S.-proposed initiatives that Alliance leaders announced at the summit, including Partnership for Peace, Combined Joint Task Forces, and a NATO policy framework on how to protect against the threat of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons proliferation. The summit also gave enthusiastic backing to two major French policy goals: the development of a European Security and Defense Identity through the European Union and strengthening the European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance through the Western European Union. Yet, by late 1994, US-French differences were once more in evidence over NATO's process of eastward expansion as well as over implementation of the CJTF concept. In order to help further Franco-American dialogue over the transition from the principles agreed upon at the Brussels summit to their practical implementation, U.S.-CREST organized an all-day symposium that was held on November 16, 1994. In this symposium report, government officials and non-governmental experts from the United States, France, and other European countries debate the roles of different transatlantic and European institutions in projecting stability to Central and Eastern Europe, as well as potential models for organizing Western forces to undertake multinational military interventions outside of NATO territory. The symposium concluded with a French expert issuing recommendations for US policy, and an American counterpart doing so for French policy. An epilogue to the report notes that one year after the symposium, the conclusions and recommendations of its speakers remained highly relevant to the US-French security dialogue.'
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Title: The NATO Summit and Beyond : A Consensus Report
Additional Author: Brown, Harold, 1927-, ed.
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Institution: Center for Strategic and International Studies (US)
Published: Washington : Center for Strategic & International Studies, 1994
Physical Description: vii, 23 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 'The CSIS Senior NATO Policy Group met with the goal of developing thoughtful and timely policy recommendations regarding US policy on the future of NATO.'
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Title: Beyond NATO : Staying Out of Europe's Wars
Author: Carpenter, Ted Galen
Additional Author: Cato Institute (US)
Published: Washington : Cato Institute, 1994
Physical Description: 172 p.; 24 cm.
Notes: Includes index. 'Today, NATO is an alliance in search of a purpose. Indeed, the proliferation of expansion schemes appears to have as much to do with the politics of institutional self-preservation as with the defense of bona fide security interests. Beyond the expansion issue, which has dominated the debate about the future of NATO, lies a far more important question that needs to be addressed. The premise that originally underlay the alliance was the fundamental compatibility of interests between the US and its European allies. Although that premise seemed convincing during the Cold War, the validity of assumptions about transatlantic solidarity is far more questionable in the post-Cold War era. The pertinent question for US policymakers is whether it makes sense from the standpoint of American interests to preserve a transatlantic alliance that was designed in a vastly different era to deal with a mutual threat that no longer exists.'
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Title: Reshaping the Transatlantic Relationship : Forging a New Strategic Bargain
Additional Author: National Defense University (US)
Institution: NATO Defence College (IT)
Published: Rome : NATO Defense College, 1994
Physical Description: iv, 51 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: 17th NATO Symposium, Rome, 28-29 March 1994. 'The objective of the symposium was to assess the effects on transatlantic relations of recent political, military and economic trends in Europe and North America. More specifically, the intent was to analyze the transatlantic relationship in the light of post-Cold War changes in the European strategic landscape, of the integration process in Europe and of NATO's adaptation to those developments. Furthermore, the symposium was to consider how transatlantic security can be reinforced by political, military and economic means and how NATO's role as the central framework for transatlantic security can be enhanced.'
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**Title:** American Historians and the Atlantic Alliance  
**Additional Author:** Kaplan, Lawrence S., ed.  
**Published:** Kent, OH : Kent State University Press, 1991  
**Physical Description:** viii, 192 p.; 24 cm.  
**Notes:** Papers presented at a symposium organized by the Lyman L. Lemnitzer Center of Kent State University in Brussels, 15-16 May 1989. Bibliography: p. 179-182. Includes index. 'In this book the historians present a history of the past forty years from an American perspective, placing the alliance within the larger frame of America's foreign policy as a superpower.'
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Title: In Defense of NATO : The Alliance's Enduring Value
Author: Dunn, Keith A.
Published: Boulder, CO : Westview, 1990
Physical Description: ix, 114 p. : ill.; 23 cm.
Notes: Includes index. 'This book is about the strategic importance of NATO-Europe and why, for the foreseeable future, Western Europe should continue to remain the primary geographic area of importance in US national security planning.'
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Title: Pressure : How America runs NATO
Author: Smith, Dan, 1951-
Published: London : Bloomsbury, 1989
Physical Description: xii, 276 p.; 24 cm.
Notes: Includes index. 'The NATO states of Western Europe do not control their own security policies. The alliance's dominant member, the USA, influences key decisions by a variety of hidden mechanisms. Any effort by Western European states to alter their security policies in a way the USA finds uncongenial faces a weight of pressure that is usually impossible to resist.'
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Title: NATO and the United States : the enduring alliance
Author: Kaplan, Lawrence S., 1924-
Published: Boston : Twayne, 1988
Physical Description: xvi, 237 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
In: Twayne's international history series ; 1
Notes: Bibliography: p. 211-213. Includes index.
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Title: Beyond American Hegemony: The Future of the Western Alliance
Author: Calleo, David P., 1934-
Additional Author: Twentieth Century Fund (US)
Published: Brighton: Wheatsheaf, 1987
Physical Description: xii, 288 p.; 24 cm.
Notes: Includes index. 'David Calleo argues that the Western Alliance as an American protectorate no longer serves the interests of the European allies nor of the United States and must change drastically. The book shows how the growing problems of extended deterrence can only be resolved militarily by the European allies, and that distinct American political interests make it less and less likely that Europe will permit itself to be used as a forward base for U.S. power.'
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Title: Defending the NATO Alliance: Global Implications
Author: Schmitz, Peter N.
Additional Author: National Defense University (US)
Physical Description: xiv, 178 p.: ill.; 21 cm.
Notes: Includes index. 'The author considers here how Third World nations have influenced the security and economy of the West. He not only calls for a coordinated foreign policy - a global strategy for the Alliance - but also suggests a means for developing such a strategy and outlines advantages - for Europe, America, and the Alliance - of such a joint approach to global security.'
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Author: Krauss, Melvyn B.
Published: New York: Simon & Schuster, 1986
Physical Description: 271 p.: ill.; 25 cm.
Notes: Bibliography: p. 254-262. Includes index.
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Title: Fighting Allies: Tensions within the Atlantic Alliance
Additional Author: Goldstein, Walter, 1930-, ed.
Published: London: Brassey's Defence Publications, 1986
Physical Description: vii, 235 p.: ill.; 23 cm.
Notes: Includes index. 'The purpose of this enquiry is to review the critical developments that have occurred within the Atlantic system of inter-state relations. It draws attention to questions that range beyond the traditional focus of the East-West confrontation. For example: will the sixteen nations in NATO continue to harmonize their defence efforts within a hierarchical order of nuclear and non-nuclear states; or will they devote more attention to fighting each other in skirmishes of fraternal rivalry and intra-alliance conflict? Will they choose to make better use of their institutions for collective action; or will they resist the further transfer of power to supranational institutions - such as NATO and the European Economic Community?'
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Title: Constraints on Strategy: The Economics of Western Security
Additional Author: Denoon, David, ed.
Published: Washington: Pergamon-Brassey's, 1986
Physical Description: x, 254 p.: 24 cm.
Notes: Bibliography: p. 222-244. Includes index. 'This book combines a clear understanding of the American alliances and defense policy and strategy with a highly competent analysis of Western economies. Internationally respected economists analyze the relationship of defense spending to the economic realities of key Western alliance partners: the US, United Kingdom, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Turkey, Japan and South Korea. These carefully documented economic studies provide the basis for a searching look into the constraints on American defense strategies that are caused by economic conditions.'
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Title: Reagan's leadership and the Atlantic Alliance: views from Europe and America
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Additional Author: Goldstein, Walter, 1930-, ed.
Institution: NATO Information Service
Published: Washington: Pergamon-Brassey's, 1986
Physical Description: xiii, 209 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Notes: 'Developed with the support of the Standing Conference of Atlantic Organizations.' Papers presented at the 13th Annual Meeting of the Standing Conference of Atlantic Organizations, Wingspread House, Racine, Wisc., July 1985, sponsored by the Johnson Foundation and the Information Directorate of NATO.
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Published: Baden-Baden: Nomos, 1985
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Title: The Senate and US Troops in Europe
Author: Williams, Phil, 1948-
Published: London: MacMillan, 1985
Physical Description: xi, 315 p.; 23 cm.
Notes: Includes index. 'This analysis seeks to provide an outline legislative history of the proposals which were introduced into the Senate in an endeavour to alter the size and shape of the US military presence in Europe.'
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Title: The United States and NATO: The Formative Years
Author: Kaplan, Lawrence S., 1924-
Published: Lexington, KY: University Press of Kentucky, 1984
Physical Description: xi, 276 p.; 25 cm.
Notes: Includes index. 'The creation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization was one of the most important accomplishments of American diplomacy in countering the Soviet threat during the early days of the Cold War. Why and how such a reversal of a 150-year nonalignment policy by the United States was brought about, and how the goals of the treaty became a reality, are questions addressed here. The importance of restoring Europe to strength and stability in the post-World War II years was as obvious to America as to its allies, but the means of achieving that goal were far from clear. The problem for European statesmen was how to secure much-needed American economic and military aid without sacrificing their own political independence. For American policymakers, in contrast, a degree of American control was seen as an essential quid pro quo. As the author shows, the lengthy negotiations of 1947 and 1948 were chiefly concerned with reconciling these opposing views. For the Truman administration, the difficulties of achieving a treaty acceptable to the allies were matched by those of winning its acceptance by Congress and the public. Many Americans saw such an 'entangling alliance' as a threat not only to American security but to the viability of the United Nations. The author demonstrates the tortuous course of the debate on the treaty and the pivotal role of the communist invasion of South Korea in its ultimate approval. This study offers a timely reevaluation of the origins of an alliance that continues to play a critical role in the balance of power and in the prospects for world peace.'
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Item ID: 70003015
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1983

**Title:** The Atlantic Alliance: Perspectives from the Successor Generation  
**Additional Author:** Platt, Alan, 1944-, ed.  
**Published:** Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corporation, 1983  
**Physical Description:** viii, 195 p.; 23 cm.  
**Subject:** NATO  
**Subject:** USA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--EUROPE  
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**Title:** U.S. ground forces and the defense of Central Europe  
**Author:** Mako, William P., 1954-  
**Published:** Washington: Brookings Institute, 1983  
**Physical Description:** xi, 137 p.; 24 cm.  
**In:** Studies in defense policy  
**Notes:** Includes bibliographical references and index.  
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**Title:** The Transatlantic Crisis: A Conference of the Committee for the Free World  
**Published:** New York: Orwell Press, 1982  
**Physical Description:** x, 141 p.; 22 cm.  
**Subject:** USA--MILITARY RELATIONS--EUROPE  
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Title: NATO Today : Curing Self-Inflicted Wounds
Author: Codevilla, Angelo M., 1943-
Additional Author: Institute for European Defence & Strategic Studies (GB)
Published: London : Institute for European Defence and Strategic Studies, 1982
Physical Description: 20 p.; 21 cm.
In: Occasional Paper ; 1
Notes: 'Dr. Codevilla's argument - that since the mid-fifties European nations have acted in such a way as to damage American interests, and America has similarly contributed to the decline of Europe - is one which is heard in the US but is seldom discussed publicly in Europe. However, American withdrawal from NATO is only one option considered by the author as a solution to recent conflicts and divisions within the Alliance. Another is for the European members of the Alliance to make significantly greater economic and military contributions based on realistic assessments of present NATO inadequacies and current Soviet power and strategy.'
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2016

Title: The US Commitment to NATO in the Post-Cold War Period: A Case Study on Libya
Author: Song, Yanan
Notes: The recent history of the US commitment to NATO has been dominated by economic pressures, squabbles over NATO’s military performance in Afghanistan, and the apparent American preference for ‘leading from behind’ in Libya. The case study on Libya is especially important in exploring the Obama administration’s understanding of the purpose of NATO in the context of current economic pressures, domestic US debates about post-War on Terror interventions, and of increasing American preoccupation with Pacific (rather than European) security. In the case of Libya, the US apparently hesitated to unfold military operations against Libyan military targets. It seems to be the first time that the US followed rather than led its European allies to a campaign. The reason why the US was reluctant to intervene in Libya at the very beginning; why it changed its mind to join the operation later; and why it transferred the Libyan mission to NATO and adopted the strategy of ‘leading from behind’, reflected on not only the redefinition of ‘American way of war’, but also the future of NATO.
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Title: Burden Sharing and the Future of NATO: Wandering between Two Worlds
Author: Driver, Darrell
In: DEFENSE & SECURITY ANALYSIS, vol. 32, no 1, March 2016, p. 4-18.
Notes: The US role in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Alliance is a 65-year history of retrenchment and renewal. When Washington has sought a retrenchment from the world, it traditionally increased burden sharing pressure on Europe to do more. During times of increased global ambition, the USA reaffirmed its traditional leadership role in the Alliance and its commitment to NATO effectiveness and relevance. This cycle of NATO retrenchment and renewal, however, is halting. Though the USA will continue to go through periods of relative increases and decreases in security policy ambition, signs point to a permanent defense and security retrenchment in Europe. Germany is the ally singularly capable of filling the resulting security gap. If NATO is to avoid the drift toward irrelevance many critics have predicted, Germany will need to cast off old inhibitions toward security and defense leadership. These trends and their implications for NATO’s future are explored through historical case studies and the shifting contemporary security environment.
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Title: The Rise of China and the Future of the Atlantic Alliance  
Author: Maher, Richard  
Notes: The consequences and implications of China's rise have been analyzed and discussed from a number of perspectives. There has been little analysis that specifically evaluates the implications for the Atlantic Alliance, however, and whether an international system defined by U.S.-China bi-polarity would lead to a strengthening or a weakening of the transatlantic relationship. This article argues that China's rise will create security dynamics that likely will lead to a weakening of the Atlantic Alliance. It is unlikely that China's rise will provide NATO with a renewed purpose or give a convincing rationale for alliance cohesion the way the Soviet Union once did. Instead, China's rise will reveal divergent strategic interests and priorities among the members of the Atlantic Alliance, with a real possibility that America's rebalancing toward the Asia-Pacific could intensify perceptions on both sides of the Atlantic of NATO's declining geopolitical value and relevance.  
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Title: The United States as the Reluctant Ally  
Author: Petersson, Magnus  
Notes: US leadership in NATO has been declining since the Cold War ended. From a European perspective, the United States looks more and more like a 'reluctant ally'. A re-nationalization of European security could occur without strong US leadership. The United States should, therefore, reassert itself in European security affairs - not with costly troop contributions, but by facilitating European unity and the development of relevant force structures.  
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Title: Balancing Priorities in America's European Strategy  
Author: Simon, Luis  
Notes: This article examines how regional and global priorities challenge America's evolving European strategy. The need to 'reassure' Eastern and Central European allies in the face of Russian assertiveness calls for greater US strategic engagement in Europe. Conversely, defense-budgetary pressures, the Asia 'rebalance', and the willingness to avoid excessive escalation with Russia constitute ongoing limitations to a significant US military engagement in and around Europe. That is the essence of America's European dilemma - how to invest sufficient resources in Europe as to ensure credible deterrence while keeping enough military and diplomatic bandwidth to pursue other global geopolitical objectives.  
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NATO Renewed: Building the New Transatlantic Strategic Alliance

Title: NATO Renewed: Building the New Transatlantic Strategic Alliance
Author: Thieme, Don
Notes: As the NATO summit in Wales approaches, the US debate about the country's international strategy becomes more and more relevant, particularly in the light of recent developments in Eastern Europe and discussions about the role of the Atlantic Alliance post Afghanistan. The author explores some of the most pressing issues dominating this debate and suggests six reasons why the US needs to remain engaged in a renewed NATO.
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Erneuerung der euro-atlantischen Sicherheitspartnerschaft

Title: Erneuerung der euro-atlantischen Sicherheitspartnerschaft
Author: Varwick, Johannes
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Obama II: quel avenir pour l'alliance transatlantique ?

Title: Obama II: quel avenir pour l'alliance transatlantique?
Author: Niblett, Robin
Notes: Depuis le grand elargissement a l'est de l'Union europeenne entrepris en 2004, le test d'une relation transatlantique constructive se joue non plus sur ce que les deux allies accomplissent ensemble en Europe, mais sur ce qu'ils peuvent faire ensemble pour soutenir leurs interets communs sur la scene mondiale.
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The American Role in European Defense Reform

Title: The American Role in European Defense Reform
Author: Deni, John R.
In: ORBIS, vol. 56, no. 4, Fall 2012, p. 530-546.
Notes: In order to influence the direction and outcomes of defense reforms occurring across Europe, the United States needs to refocus its military-to-military engagement programs with its European allies. Instead of seeking to build partner capacity among the newest NATO members or aspirants, Washington will be better served by maintaining and strengthening interoperability with those allies that are adaptive and innovative, deployable and expeditionary, and capable of full spectrum operations - that is, allies such as France, Italy, Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. This finding is based upon what Washington itself sees as the future of conflict and the kinds of coalition partner skills and abilities the United States will need to counter post-International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) threats to US and collective security. Given budget and force structure cuts facing the United States as well, the American military cannot afford to waste its limited security cooperation resources.
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Title: Towards a 'Post-American' Alliance? NATO Burden-Sharing after Libya
Author: Hallams, Ellen
Additional Author: Schreer, Benjamin
Notes: NATO's recent operation in Libya has been described by some commentators as reflecting a new burden-sharing model, with the US playing a more supportive role and European allies stepping up to provide the bulk of the air strikes. The US administration of President Barack Obama seemed to share this view and has made clear that post-Libya it continues to expect its allies to assume greater responsibility within the alliance. Moreover, unlike previously, changes within the US and the international system are likely to make America less willing and able to provide for the same degree of leadership in NATO that the alliance has been used to. However, this article finds that Operation Unified Protector in Libya has only limited utility as a benchmark for a sustainable burden-sharing model for the alliance. As a result, an ever more fragmented NATO is still in search for a new transatlantic consensus on how to distribute the burdens more equally among its members. While no new generic model is easily available, a move towards a 'post-American' alliance may provide the basis for a more equitable burden-sharing arrangement, one in which European allies assume a greater leadership role and are prepared to invest more in niche military capabilities.
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2009

Title: Rethinking US-Europe Relations
Author: Hockenos, Paul
Notes: The Obama administration has to rethink the transatlantic partnership in light of shifting power relations and new global security threats. Washington's preferred Atlantic institution, NATO, is already overburdened. The European Union should be prepared to step in and contribute according to its strengths.
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Title: Assurance and US Extended Deterrence in NATO
Author: Yost, David S.
Notes: Historically the NATO allies have focused considerable attention on US 'extended deterrence' - that is, the extension by Washington of an umbrella of protection, sometimes called a 'nuclear guarantee'. A persisting requirement has been to provide the allies with assurance about the reliability and credibility of this protection. This article examines the definition of 'assurance' used by the US Department of Defense for most of the past decade and argues that it has drawn attention to long-standing policy challenges associated with US extended deterrence in NATO. The article considers the assurance roles of US nuclear forces in Europe, as well as elements of assurance in Washington's relations with its allies regarding extended nuclear deterrence. Whether the allies will retain the current requirements of extended deterrence and assurance in their new Strategic Concept or devise a new approach will be an issue of capital importance in the policy review launched at the Strasbourg/Kehl Summit. Contrasting approaches to these questions are visible in the United States and Germany, among other allies. The main issues to be resolved include reconciling extended deterrence with arms control priorities; managing the divisions in public and expert opinion; and avoiding certain potential consequences of a rupture with established arrangements.
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Title: For a New Atlantic Alliance
Author: Minuto Rizzo, Alessandro
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Title: Partenariat atlantique : une evolution mesuree
Author: Modeste, Rodolphe
In: DEFENSE NATIONALE ET SECURITE COLLECTIVE, 65e annee, no. 12, 2009, p. 28-38.
Notes: L’arrivee de Barack Obama a la presidence americaine avait laisse entrevoir un renforcement du partenariat atlantique. Les lecons tirees des premiers mois de sa mandature sont pourtant contrastees. Les relatives convergences sur les dossiers du bouclier antimissiles sont circonstancielles et dependantes de la Russie. En revanche, les questions du partage des responsabilities decisionnelles et du burden-sharing en Afghanistan n’ont pas evolue. Ces inerties rappellent que le theme de integration (dans la decision et l’execution des plans militaires) reste la principale divergence entre Allies.
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2008

Title: Building a New Atlantic Alliance
Author: Rubin, James P.
Notes: Washington has paid a heavy price for alienating its European allies during the Bush years, but the next administration will have the opportunity to build a new Atlantic alliance. By compromising with Europe, the United States can confront challenges such as climate change and the ongoing wards in Afghanistan and Iraq.
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Title: Out of Area and Very Much in Business ? NATO, the U.S., and the Post-9/11 International Security Environment
Author: Williams, Ellen
Notes: This paper seeks to determine why the United States chose to bypass NATO after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks and the relative strengths and weaknesses of alliance and coalition operations, through an examination of NATO’s missions in Bosnia and Kosovo and U.S.-led coalition operations in Afghanistan and Iraq. While the United States emerged from NATO’s two Balkans missions with a belief that its operational freedom and flexibility had been hampered by operating within alliance constraints, coalition operations in Afghanistan and Iraq raised key questions about whether ad hoc coalitions are the most appropriate mechanisms for conducting such operations. NATO’s contributions to postcombat reconstruction and stabilization also highlighted some of the core advantages to be derived from working through the alliance. If NATO can follow through on the transformation agenda it has undertaken since the 2002 Prague Summit, the indications are that the United States is more likely to turn to NATO for future operations and that NATO’s days as a ‘toolbox’ may well be numbered.
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La nouvelle ligne americaine : oui a l'Europe de la defense
Kempf, Olivier
DEFENSE NATIONALE ET SECURITE COLLECTIVE, 64e annee, no. 4, avril 2008, p. 35-44.
Plusieurs signes montrent que l'Amerique veut une Union transatlantique. Les termes du contrat sont renouveles. Rompant avec la vieille position uniquement otanienne, les Etats-Unis semblent accepter la position 'bruxelliste' suggeree par M. Sarkozy : a la fois l'OTAN et une Europe autonome de la defense. C'est un bouleversement radical qui est ainsi a l'oeuvre. S'il est peu probable qu'il sera visible des Bucarest, il devrait toutefois modifier en profondeur les relations transatlantiques dans les quinze mois a venir.
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Stabilization and Democratization : Renewing the Transatlantic Alliance
Selden, Zachary
The author presents here an insider’s view of NATO’s future. He reviews the alliance's recent history focusing on events that have strained relationships between member states, particularly the United States and European nations. He contrasts these detractors with the mutually supported stabilization and democratization missions currently being executed by the alliance to argue that it is in the best interest of both the United States and Europe to recast the transatlantic organization based on support for such missions. The author analyzes various national capabilities that might be provided in support of long-term stabilization and democratization campaigns to conclude that even after 60 years the alliance is still the natural nexus between North America and Europe for planning and executing large-scale operations. He does advocate, however, that it is necessary to significantly modify NATO's infrastructure to take advantage of national capabilities. The author suggests that it is only through this transformation that Europe and the United States will be able to successfully reforge the alliance on a more equal basis.
NATO
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Article

Visions americaines de l'OTAN
Chivvis, Christopher S.
L’Alliance demeure centrale dans les perceptions strategiques de l'elite americaine. Les partenariats qui pourraient elargir son champ d'influence sont souvent vus comme necessaires, meme si leur etendue reste discutee. Quant a la PESD, elle n'effraie pas vraiment outre-Atlantique, dans le mesure ou elle ne conduit pas l'Europe a se detourner de l'Alliance. Mais c'est a l'aune du conflit en Afghanistan, et de l'engagement des Europeens dans ce pays, que les Americains jugeront du futur de l'OTAN.
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L'OTAN et George W. Bush : perspectives du Congres americain sur la transformation de l'alliance

Author: Hendrickson, Ryan C.

Notes: La plupart des recherches actuelles sur l'Organisation du traite de l'Atlantique nord mettent en evidence que cette alliance traverse de graves difficultes, est dans l'ensemble inappropriee, ou bien est vouee a l'effondrement. Presque toutes portent sur les differends a propos de l'Irak des deux cotes de l'Atlantique, sur les grandes differences de capacite militaire entre les Etats-Unis et ses allies, ou sur les effets (negativement percus) d'un elargissement de l'alliance. Dans la litterature recente, aucune recherche n'examine le role du Congres americain sur l'evolution de l'organisation. Cet article fait l'examen du regard que porte le Congres sur l'OTAN a propos des quatre questions de l'elargissement de l'alliance, du role de l'OTAN en Afghanistan, de l'assistance qu'elle apporte aux pays de l'Union africaine au Soudan, et de son role en Iraq apres l'operation Liberte de l'Irak. Il conclut que le Congres s'est peu soucie de voir a la transformation de l'OTAN et s'est desinteresse de maniere surprenante de sa mission en Afghanistan. Bien qu'il y ait eu des exemples d'entrepreneurship de la part du Congres, celui-ci s'est montre principalement loyal envers le president des Etats-Unis.
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Transatlantic Troubles

Author: Michta, Andrew A.

Notes: America need not restore the bygone, comprehensive relationship with Europe to achieve its purpose.
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Managing the Hegemon : NATO under Unipolarity

Author: Press-Barnathan, Galia

Notes: The shift to unipolarity has introduced new dilemmas for America's allies. Their level of strategic uncertainty has increased, largely because under unipolarity, allies' threat perceptions are most likely to diverge across time or issue areas and are not shaped as much by structural systemic factors. Although they want to maintain the pre-existing security arrangements as a means of managing the rising uncertainty, allies need to deal with the dual concern of either being trapped into the hegemonic partner's policies, or being abandoned by the hegemon. These two concerns - the alliance security dilemma - may become more or less prominent given the nature of the divergence in threat perceptions on different issues and at different times. To deal with this dual threat, allies employ two strategies : using the pre-existing alliance as a pact of restraint, and developing a division of labor with the hegemon. Both the dilemmas and the strategies used to mitigate them are examined here in the context of the European behavior within NATO following the Gulf War, the NATO involvement in Kosovo, the war in Afghanistan, and the war in Iraq.
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Title: Different Speed, Same Direction  
Author: Ruhle, Michael  
Notes: Europe and America are coping with enormous change in their security outlooks. The process of adapting to the new circumstances has neither been smooth nor harmonious. But despite lingering differences, Europe and North America have realized that NATO remains a unique framework for developing a new transatlantic security consensus.  
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Title: De la derive au divorce : les relations transatlantiques apres la guerre d'Irak  
Author: Andreani, Gilles  
Notes: L'auteur montre que la guerre d'Irak n'a pas ete la cause, mais le revelateur d'une derive tectonique de la relation transatlantique, a l'oeuvre depuis la fin de la guerre froide : celle-ci avait deja cesse d'etre au centre des interets europeens et, surtout, americains, avant meme la crise irakienne; c'est cette relativisation de la place de l'Alliance atlantique qui a rendu possible la crise. Meme dans l'hypothese ou les protagonistes de la crise, Bush, Blair, Chirac, les neoconservateurs, auraient tous disparu, il resterait, entier, un probleme transatlantique, celui d'une relation centrale en voie de devenir peripherique, et dont les justifications restent a reinventer pour le XXIe siecle.  
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Title: A Challenged and Challenging Europe : Impact on NATO-EU-US Relations  
Author: Serfaty, Simon  
Notes: The author strongly supports relaunched cooperation between the EU, US and NATO. The need to do so is pressing, yet he warns that there should be no room for complacency about its prospects. Europe is 'challenged' by its multiple crises, ranging from economic stagnation, a leadership vacuum, instability on its borders and the winding down of the Franco-German motor. These crises are all the more 'challenging' to the US because of their structural rather than time-contingent nature. Europe's ills are no reason for US contempt, but rather good reason for profound US and NATO concern. In fact, Europeans and Americans have common goals and interdependent means. In order to meet shared transatlantic challenges, the author proposes greater transparency in EU and NATO decision-making, improved EU-US coordination, and an increased effort to pinpoint areas of joint EU-NATO action.  
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Logique historiquement, naturelle géographiquement, décisive au plan opérationnel, l'alliance géostratégique entre riverains de l'Atlantique Nord fut contractée pour faire pièce à l'expansionnisme soviétique. Depuis lors, son organisation intergouvernementale, l'OTAN, vit au rythme de ses membres et évolue avec eux à la demande, mais sans reelle intégration institutionnelle. Le prochain sommet de Riga va poursuivre cette adaptation aux necessities stratégiques du temps present alors qu'une rupture s'imposerait sans doute. C'est le veritable objet de cette reflexion composee a deux voix, americaine et francaise, reflet du dialogue que peuvent - et doivent - entretenir Nord-Americains et Européens pour adapter l'Alliance atlantique, leur alliance, aux realites strategiques du monde du XXle siecle. Cette Alliance perdurera si ses membres savent agir en vrais partenaires partout ou leurs analyses convergent, et s'ils apprennent a mieux reguler leurs interactions partout ou leurs interets et leurs priorites divergent.
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2005

Title: The Transatlantic Alliance Revisited : Does America Still Need 'Old Europe' ?
Author: Moustakis, Fotios
Additional Author: Chaudhuri, Rudra
Notes: This article emphasizes that despite allegations and regardless of attempts to place Europeans and Americans on two separate planets, the transatlantic alliance remains a vital asset to America's strategic interests. The article also suggests that i) NATO's formal and institutional framework continues to benefit America; ii) Eastern Europe's emerging markets and the European Union's growing economy is an irreplaceable asset which partly sustains American hegemony; and finally, iii) it demonstrates that despite playing the part of a hyperpower on a unilateralist overdrive, the US requires a reservoir of international legitimacy and consent that Europe, and not a coalition of the willing, could provide.
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2004

Title: Functie van de NAVO geerodeerd door beleid regering-Bush
Author: Wijk, Rob de
Notes: The author argues that the most important victim of the Bush administration's foreign policy has been the transatlantic relationship, in particular NATO. The NATO summit of Istanbul this summer turned out to be the biggest disappointment in the Alliance's history. In order to assess the actual damage done to the transatlantic relations, the author attempts to demonstrate how the Bush government has undermined the main functions of NATO, i.e. 1. NATO as a community of values; 2. transatlantic solidarity; 3. the Alliance as a collective-defence organisation; and 4. NATO as an instrument for stabilisation operations. Although Americans and Europeans need each other, in particular in the struggle against international terrorism, this objective need for cooperation is undermined by the fact that several European political leaders are not prepared to grant president Bush any success. But even if a renewed willingness to cooperate in security matters would emerge, it is highly unlikely to materialise since the military relationship is very unbalanced and neither America nor Europe have sufficient troops available.
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Title: The Good, the Bad, and the Righteous: Understanding the Bush Vision of a New NATO Partnership
Author: Rhodes, Edward
Notes: This article analyzes the Bush administration's vision of NATO and its future development. Examining the statements of President Bush and other high-ranking US officials, the article explores the ways in which the administration's understanding of NATO is embedded in its vision of world politics as an epochal struggle between good and evil. While evil has assumed a variety of faces in the past, in today's world it is manifested as tyranny and terrorism. The restoration of humanity's birthright of freedom requires the faith and moral courage to eradicate, rather than accommodate or compromise with, this evil. For the Bush administration, this conception of an ongoing war between the righteous and the poor of spirit logically implies the need for widened membership in NATO, a new partnership with Russia, an expansion of the theater of struggle from Europe to the world, and a transformation of the alliance's military capabilities.
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Title: Capabilities Traps and Gaps: Symptom or Cause of a Troubled Transatlantic Relationship?
Author: Sperling, James
Notes: The identification of critical capabilities shortfalls has elicited substantially different 'to do' lists in NATO, the European Union, and national defence ministry policies and initiatives. Moreover, these capabilities shortfalls have proven to be moving targets, particularly since American military primacy allows the United States to define the terms of the capabilities debate. The emerging transformation of American armed forces has aggravated the pre-existing 'capabilities gaps'. An important question arises: do these gaps represent the continuation of free-riding within the alliance or reflect a more fundamental divergence between the strategic cultures and practice of statecraft in the United States and in Europe? NATO's future may depend upon whether those gaps represent different understandings of security in the post-Cold War world, and upon whether the capabilities debate reflects a set of capability gaps that need to be redressed or a set of capability traps to which the Europeans have fallen prey.
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Title: Atlanticism and pax Americana 1989-2004
Author: Hodge, Carl Cavanagh
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Title: A Structural Approach to Transatlantic Unity: A Shift to a New Center of Gravity?
Author: Henrikson, Alan
Notes: The aim of the article is to suggest how, through closer and more constructive attention to the organizational arrangements and decisional procedures of the Atlantic community, transatlantic leadership and management might be improved. According to the author, some re-institutionalization of the transatlantic relationship is needed—not radical replacement of existing structures but further reinforcement of the ones that exist, with some innovation at the very top better to coordinate the efforts of, particularly, NATO and the EU.
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Author: Stuart, Douglas
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Title: America’s Aspirations for NATO
Author: Flanagan, Stephen J.
Notes: This old American NATO hand isn’t so sure. The United States had greater expectations at Istanbul, and was disappointed with the meager results. US officials and the public still have positive feelings about the alliance. Yet the widening capabilities gap between the United States and Europe and Europe’s reluctance to do heavy lifting in Iraq or even fulfill troop pledges in Afghanistan bode ill.
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Title: NATO: The Practice and Politics of Transformation.
Author: Cornish, Paul
Notes: The Iraq crisis caused a deep rift in US-European relations and within Europe. NATO seemed sure at least to be damaged, if not fatally undermined. But to the dismay of those who have been waiting for many years for NATO finally to unravel, the Atlantic alliance spent 2003 proudly showing off its transformation project, and looking forward to its next enlargement in 2004. Yet these necessary improvements to NATO’s political and military structures, and to its deployable capability, cannot alone secure the alliance’s future. This article argues that what is needed, as ever, is a shared determination among governments that NATO can continue to serve their needs. There has been no better opportunity since the end of the Cold War to place the US-European security relationship on a firm footing through NATO. There has also been no moment when the penalties of failure have been higher. If NATO’s transformation agenda, together with the NATO-EU ‘Berlin Plus’ arrangement, are not exploited to the full, then US-European security relations are unlikely to recover from Iraq.
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The author deals with the United States position towards NATO. Since early this year policy-makers in Washington - including President Bush and Secretary of State Colin Powell - have been stressing (with more consistency than before) the importance of NATO as the cornerstone of 'effective multilateralism' championed by Washington to meet the challenges of our time. This is not without significance. Since the 1999 Kosovo intervention American policy-makers - especially on the Republican side - have mainly pointed to NATO's weaknesses. The Alliance had become a symbol of a sort of neo-Wilsonian multilateralism which acted more as an 'out-of-area' human rights defender than as a guardian of American interests. The Republican's rise to power resulted in a more marginal role for NATO which became clear in the wake of '9/11'. This was believed to illustrate some basic elements of American foreign policy, i.e. unilateralism, a profound distrust of international organizations, and a strong confidence in America's own superiority. Recently, however, Washington has been stressing 'partnership' as 'the catchword of US strategy'. Defining NATO's role therein will be the main challenge of the 2004 NATO Summit which will take place in Istanbul at the end of June.
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Title: Rebuilding the Atlantic Alliance.
Author: Asmus, Ronald D.
Notes: Despite the myriad setbacks of recent months, the US-European alliance is not doomed. But repairing it will require a strategic overhaul no less bold than that which followed the end of the Cold War. The key to today’s transatlantic divide is not power but purpose. To revive and revamp the alliance, therefore, the United States and the European Union must forge a new grand strategy capable of meeting the great challenges of the era: expanding the Euro-Atlantic community and stabilizing the greater Middle East.
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Title: Buigen en barsten : de toekomst van de Europese Unie en de NAVO.
Author: Berghe, Yvan Vanden
In: INTERNATIONALE SPECTATOR, jg. 57, nr. 6, juni 2003, p. 336-339.
Notes: The author takes the recent apparent political estrangement between the United States and the Gang of Three France, Germany and China on the eve of the military intervention in Iraq as a point of departure to make an educated guess with respect to possible geopolitical rearrangements in Eurasia for a medium long period. Big continental EU member states like France and Germany may resent the US posture as a virtual EU member and gang up with Russia. However, in the end China may play a complicating role as a superpower in waiting.
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Title: In the Postwar Scenario : Keeping the Transatlantic Alliance Whole and Vital.
Author: Ullman, Harman K.
Notes: The NRF is a crucial step in transforming NATO to deal with future challenges. But there are also other profound consequences. If the NRF is fully approved, it will invert and improve NATO's structure. If the alliance is further divided over Iraq, it could provide a mechanism to heal these breaches.
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Title: NATO After Prague : Learning the Lessons of 9/11.
Author: Ruhle, Michael
Notes: The author examines the future of NATO following its most recent expansion and the events of 9/11. Noting the difficulties the Alliance was experiencing in dealing with the future of the transatlantic security relationship, Ruhle details how the events of 9/11 placed the relationship in an entirely new and all-too-clear perspective. He concludes his article with the determination that the Prague Summit was a highly significant event that strengthened the relationship between the United States and members of NATO.
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Title: La longue histoire des malentendus transatlantiques.
Author: Fontaine, Andre
In: POLITIQUE INTERNATIONALE, no. 99, printemps 2003, p. 113-127.
Notes: It's no exaggeration to say that the Iraq crisis has severely strained the Atlantic Alliance. But this is by no means the first crisis NATO has faced in its long history. Nor is it the first time that France and the United States have clashed. The Nassau accords of 1962, the Yom Kippur war of 1973 and the French withdrawal from NATO's integrated military structure in 1966 were all occasions for disagreement and dispute between the two countries. And yet never over the past 20 years has the confrontation been so serious. It is certainly true that with the collapse of communism, NATO lost a part of its raison d'etre. Nonetheless, it will have to somehow pick up the pieces if it wishes to maintain any sort of credibility among its member states. Reconstruction of Iraq or renewed peace negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians could provide the occasion for this.
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Atlanticism - in which American and European foreign policy centres around the transatlantic alliance - has ended. Other concerns, both global and local, and different means for addressing them have now come to the fore. Nothing in the new structure of relations preordains an end to the transatlantic cooperation and partnership. The future course of relations will be determined above all by America's policy towards Europe and the Atlantic Alliance. Wise policy can help forge a new, more enduring strategic partnership, through which the two sides of the Atlantic cooperate in meeting the many major challenges and opportunities of our evolving world together. But a policy that takes Europe for granted, that routinely ignores or even belittles European concerns, may force Europe to conclude that the costs of continued alliance outweigh its benefits.
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Europe and America will either hang together or they will hang separately. Despite much negative speculation, 9/11 did not demonstrate NATO's growing irrelevance. But it did suggest that a conscious effort to deepen the alliance must now be made to avoid 'dissipation' by default. Following in the footsteps of the Marshall Plan and early European integration, we should now form a new overarching Atlantic Community covering all aspects of the transatlantic relationship.
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It is time for the United States to look beyond the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in its search for a framework for US-European relations. The NATO alliance still has a part in transatlantic relations, but that role will diminish in the future. Furthermore, attempts to retain NATO as the keystone of the relationship will complicate relations more than sustain them.
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Does a Superpower Need an Alliance?
Dockrill, Saki

Notes: At first the answer seems to be yes, as the Bush administration accepted NATO's instant invocation of Article 5, solicited UN backing, and refused to conduct an anti-jihad against the whole Muslim world. But the US largely shut NATO out of the action and selected its own colorful bedfellows. In the end the answer is probably no.
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La relation transatlantique et la 'longue' guerre contre le terrorisme.
Bozo, Frederic

Notes: Au-delà de leur impact immédiat, les attentats du 11 septembre ont agi comme un révélateur et comme un catalyseur des tendances longues de l'histoire de l'Alliance. Avant eux en effet, la situation était paradoxale. D'un côté, pres de dix ans après la chute de l'URSS, l'OTAN semblait durablement refondu : son rôle de garant de la sécurité européenne était réaffirmé, son premier élargissement était un succès, et le leadership américain était renforcé; de l'autre, la crise du Kosovo remettait à l'ordre du jour un possible 'decouplage' euro-américain, qu'il s'agisse des valeurs ou des intérêts des différents alliés. Du coup, un nouveau grand débat transatlantique était engagé, avant même les attentats, sur la redéfinition des menaces, sur la gestion de certains conflits, en particulier au Proche-Orient, et sur les équilibres internes de l'Alliance - la relance de la PESD venant équilibrer, après Saint-Malo et l'élection de Bush, le regain d'unilatéralisme américain. Mais, avec le 11 septembre, ces interrogations se sont trouvées multipliées, et des lors, trois nouveaux scénarios ont du être examinés : celui d'une refondation de l'OTAN dans la lutte antiterroriste, celui d'un divorce transatlantique face à ce même enjeu, et celui d'un nouveau partenariat stratégique euro-américain dans une Alliance renouée.
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Balance from Beyond the Sea.
Sturmer, Michael

Notes: The United States has been present since the creation of modern Europe. The key question, from this German perspective, remains, will the United States continue to be both the balancer from beyond the sea and the strategic lender of last resort?
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Notes: Culture has made a comeback in International Relations theory. For a long time, it was discredited as a soft, unmeasurable and (perhaps therefore) unscientific ingredient in the study of global politics. Realist thinking in which cultural aspects hardly played a role dominated the discipline of strategic studies, which dealt with military relations between states. Today, however, students of security studies are more interested in the role of norms, values, and culture, having agreed among themselves that the concept of security should be contested and made 'insecure'. Constructivist scholars now argue that 'ideas and discourse matter', and that norms, values, and identity heavily influence political life. Thus, since NATO and the transatlantic relationship are often construed as a 'community of values', differences between European and US notions of domestic order and the 'good society' can no longer be discarded as trivial, strategically irrelevant factors. On the contrary, cultural differences among allies will make cooperation in the security field more complicated, spoil the convivial atmosphere, and eventually undermine the notion of a unified 'West' founded on shared interests as well as shared values.
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2000

Title: The Evolution of American Attitudes Toward the Atlantic Alliance: Continuity and Change from the Washington Treaty to NATO Enlargement.
Author: Schonberg, Karl K.
Notes: This article contrasts the views of NATO expressed by American leaders in the 1998 debate over alliance expansion, with those expressed in the initial debate over the creation of the North Atlantic Treaty in 1948 and 1949. A focused comparison of these cases is conducted primarily to illustrate the ways in which American attitudes toward the alliance have evolved since the years immediately following World War II, though more general conclusions about the ways in which US foreign policy adapts to meet the demands of new international conditions emerge as well. This study concludes that the American understanding of the transatlantic security relationship has changed significantly over time, and that traditional realist descriptions of the role of alliances in statecraft are no longer adequate to explain the US view of NATO.
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Title: US Hegemony and the Perpetuation of NATO.
Author: Layne, Christopher
Notes: Offensive realist theory explains why - contrary to neorealist predictions - NATO did not unravel after the Cold War. In the wake of the Soviet Union’s collapse, Type I offensive realism (which explains why great powers engage in expansionist behavior) predicts that the US would seek - geographically and ideologically - to extend its influence and control over the European security environment. Type II offensive realism (which explains why great powers seek hegemony) predicts that the US would seek to prevent both the re-emergence of multipolarity in Europe and the emergence of rival European power centers. US policy - negotiations on German reunification, NATO enlargement, the Bosnia and Kosovo interventions, and the response to the European Security and Defense Policy - confirm these predictions.
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1999

Title: American Security Policy and NATO's Future.
Author: Russell, Richard L.
Notes: NATO remains the United States' principal instrument for shaping the security environment in Europe. It acts as a long-run hedge against a possible resurrected Russian threat to the continent and to dampen the prospects for the renationalization of military and security policies in Europe. The United States faces formidable challenges to ensure the viability of NATO after the Cold War. Washington must be prepared to engage in a grand balancing act on several fronts to perpetuate the Alliance. It must support NATO enlargement to move the Alliance's geopolitical center eastward, but not to territory that would be practically indefensible in the event of a resurgent Russia. Out-of-area operations will preoccupy Alliance attention in the near future, but too great an appetite for undertaking peacekeeping missions might over time substantially erode the Alliance's ability to deter or withstand the political and military pressure from a resurgent Russia or major power or coalition on the outlying of the Eurasian landmass.
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Title: New NATO, New Europe : New Division of Labour.
Author: Heisbourg, Francois
Notes: The author offers a comprehensive assessment of the opportunities for and obstacles to a revision of the current division of labour between European countries and the US within the Alliance. He stresses that only a stronger European defence identity can ensure a vital role for the Alliance not based on the current precarious 'performance legitimacy'.
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1997

**Title:** L'Amerique, l'Allemagne et la nouvelle logique de reforme de l'Alliance.

**Author:** Asmus, Ronald D.

**In:** POLITIQUE ETRANGERE, 62e annee, no. 3, automne 1997, p. 247-261.

**Notes:** Dans le contexte geopolitique de l'apres-guerre froide, les relations bilaterales germano-americaines ont perdu de leur importance strategique du point de vue des responsables d'outre-Atlantique. De plus, l'Europe n'étant plus menacee militairement, alors que la puissance economique et militaire de l'Union europeenne est comparable a celle des Etats-Unis, beaucoup d'Americains s'interrogent sur la necessite d'un maintien de leurs forces militaires sur le Vieux Continent. Concernant la Republique federale, cette interrogation se fait d'autant plus pressante que l'Allemagne peine a devenir le partenaire economique et strategique global dont les Etats-Unis ont besoin en Europe et dans le monde.
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**Title:** Getting NATO back to Basics.

**Author:** Hillen, John


**Notes:** Since the end of the Cold War, NATO has faced an identity crisis. NATO forces have acted as a combat subcontractor for the UN peacekeeping operations in the former Yugoslavia and currently carry out a role of peace implementation in Bosnia. Some have envisioned a new NATO as a cooperative or collective security organization. But these attempts at redefinition miss the point. At its core, NATO is an American alliance, designed to link the US geopolitically to Europe. Its purpose is to prevent the domination of Europe by a hostile hegemonic power. If NATO continues down its present path, the result will be an emasculated organization that bears no resemblance to its predecessor.
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**Title:** NATO at the Creation : US Foreign Policy, West Germany and the Wilsonian Impulse.

**Author:** Hampton, Mary N.

**In:** SECURITY STUDIES, vol. 4, no. 3, Spring 1995, p. 610-656.

**Notes:** The author here shows that the Alliance evolved as a hybrid organization : one that maintained collective security against the Soviet Union and actively pursued the construction of a trans-Atlantic community of nations.
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Title: US Perspectives on NATO's Future.
Author: Sloan, Stanley R.
Notes: This article argues for the continuing relevance and desirability of a transatlantic alliance in the post-Cold War world. Reviewing the nature and durability of the attachment to NATO in the United States, as well as the fluctuations in enthusiasm for military involvement in Europe, the author contends that difficulties experienced by NATO in respect of the discussions around possible enlargement and its experience in relation to the Bosnian conflict should not be taken as evidence that NATO is no longer an appropriate or useful institution but rather as indications of lessons that should be learnt in order to build on the existing organization to construct a wider transatlantic community adapted to the new international environment.
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Title: Building a New NATO.
Author: Asmus, Ronald D.
Additional Author: Kugler, Richard L.
Additional Author: Larrabee, F. Stephen
Notes: The West's challenge after the Cold War is to build a new NATO to secure the alliance's unstable eastern and southern flanks. An expanded alliance not only better the odds for East-Central Europe's political and economic reform. It also reduces the dangers of German-Russian rivalry, instability spilling west and rampaging nationalism. The first step is a new transatlantic bargain, one that balances changed U.S. and European interests, and recognizes that the concerns of Europe's periphery are central to the continent as a whole.
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Title: The United States and NATO in the Mediterranean : An American Perspective of the Post-Cold War Era.
Author: Grimmett, Richard
Notes: This article provides an American point of view on the policies to be pursued by the West in Mediterranean issues.
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2016

Title: The US Commitment to NATO in the Post-Cold War Period [electronic resource]
Author: Song, Yanan
Published: Cham : Palgrave MacMillan, 2016
Physical Description: 1 online resource (263 pages)
Notes: This book examines the continuing US commitments to NATO in the post-Cold War era. The initial focus is on the recommitment decisions of the Clinton administration. It also extensively explores the US operations in Kosovo, Afghanistan and, in particular, Libya. The case study on Libya is especially important in exploring the Obama administration’s understanding of the purpose of NATO in the context of current economic pressures, domestic US debates about post-War on Terror interventions, and of increasing American preoccupation with Pacific rather than European security. The author utilises substantial archival research and interviews with policymakers and academics, including Ambassador Kathleen Stephens, former Special Assistant to the President Stephen J. Flanagan, and former Director for Non-proliferation at National Security Council Robert S. Litwak.
Notes: Includes index.
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Title: The US NATO Debate : From Libya to Ukraine [electronic resource]
Author: Petersson, Magnus, 1972-
Published: New York : Bloomsbury Academic, 2015
Physical Description: 1 online resource (x, 209 pages)
Notes: Bibliography: p. 178-200. Includes index.
Notes: Investigating both political and policy debates within the US government, think tanks, and the elite media, this book provides a comprehensive analysis of the current views surrounding NATO in the United States - and the consequences it may have for European and international security.
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2012

Title: The Evolution of the Transatlantic Partnership [electronic resource]
Author: Cowles, Maria Green
Additional Author: Istituto Affari Internazionali (IT)
Additional Author: Egan, Michelle
Published: [s.l.] : Istituto Affari Internazionali, 2012
Physical Description: 1 online resource (29 pages)
In: Working Paper ; 03
Notes: Bibliography: p. 22-28. 'This paper provides a historical review of the transatlantic relationship - from its origins to the present. In presenting this history, the authors argue that there has never been a 'golden age' in the transatlantic relationship. They highlight how the transatlantic relationship has a history of drifting apart, evolving toward new patterns of discrete functional cooperation, and transforming to a different form of partnership (which by definition is enduring). Rather than choosing a single scenario, they draw on all three and argue that today's challenges are more a continuation of the past than a new departure.'
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Title: The 2010 NATO Strategic Concept : What Are the Divergent Interests between USA and France ? [electronic resource]
Author: Nicaise, Guillaume
Published: [s.l.] : [s.n.], 2010
Physical Description: 1 online resource
Notes: Dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of MA in Diplomacy and International Studies of the School of Oriental and African Studies (University of London). Bibliography. 'In 2010, the Head of States members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization will adopt a new Strategic Concept which will determine the future orientation of this institution. The objective of this dissertation is to highlight the main discrepancies between the USA, the most powerful state within NATO, and France, leader of the Allied Command Transformation military command and main contributor to NATO. The two countries have officially stated a closer relationship since the changing of their administration and this dissertation considers to what extent these official statements are verified empirically. The study also considers the influence the European Security and Defence Policy exert on their defence policy. This dissertation demonstrates this rapprochement has been limited by the different military and economic capacities France and the USA can rely on, as well as their different military projections, their divergent foreign policy and their diverse geographical orientation. Their most relevant discrepancies concern their approach toward Turkey, the US Ballistic Missile Defense policy for Europe, and their different conception of ESDP and NATO. The hypothesis formulated in the title is confirmed, besides official opposite statements, even if a real rapprochement between both countries has also been established.'
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Author: Larrabee, F. Stephen
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Additional Author: Lindley-French, Julian
Published: Santa Monica, CA : Rand Corporation, 2008
Physical Description: 1 online resource (47 pages)
Notes: 'The transatlantic relationship needs a new mindset based on the premise that a multipolar world is emerging - one that will affect foreign policy options and consequently the ability of Americans and Europeans to shape others. To that end, a new transatlantic security partnership must be crafted that reflects both the new global realities and the political realities in Europe and the United States. Central to such a partnership will be shared interests and values and a mutual commitment to the projection of stability and the anchoring of emerging powers in effective multilateral institutions underpinned by a strong commitment to the international rule of law. Specifically needed is a new architecture founded on a strong US involvement in NATO, NATO-EU relations aimed at promoting and projecting effective civil-military security beyond the Euro-Atlantic area and an EU-US security relationship that assures the protection of the home base. This report is aimed at furthering that goal.'
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The premise of US post-Cold war policy toward Europe has been the pursuit of a new deal in which the costs and benefits of engagement would be re-balanced and yesterday’s burdensharing inequities rectified. In this pursuit US policy has had to contend with several European realities: unity efforts in the West, instability in the East, the growth of German influence, and the faltering of Russian transition. The product of this encounter has been the American demand for NATO preeminence and ‘double expansion’ - Senator Richard Lugar’s phrase referring to the addition of new NATO members and new NATO missions. The most consequential of recent US policy decisions - the Bosnia intervention and NATO expansion - rests on a narrow tactical accommodation between a Democratic president and a conservative Republican congress. Public opinion remains fluid and nothing resembling a consensus on these issues exists within the policy community, which is severely divided over expansion. To understand the internal pressures affecting American policy formation it is most revealing to begin at the margins of the debate - with those who say that America should relinquish its military engagement in Europe altogether.'
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